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INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

The Panna and Mukta Fields are located in the
Bombay basin offshore western India in 45m (Panna) and
70m(Mukta) water depth. The fields are operated by a JV
comprising BG E&P India Ltd. (30%), ONGC (40%) and
RIL (30%). The Panna structure is a domal anticline (18km
N-S x 14 km E-W) that was formed by a basement high.
Figure 1 shows the Panna Field structure map at the top B
zone reservoir.  The Panna field has a large gas cap and a
thin 20m-oil rim, the GOC is at 1737m sub-sea and the OWC
is at 1757m. The main drive mechanism is gas cap expansion.
The Panna oil rim is currently being produced via 43
horizontal and 20 vertical/inclined wells from 7 platforms
with a further infill drilling campaign scheduled for 2004.
An expansion plan (EPOD) is about to start. The Mukta
discoveries are a series of complex structural stratigraphic
traps to the west of Panna, presently the Mukta A field is
producing using 10 wells from a single platform and options
for developing the remaining potential in the area are being
evaluated. Figure 2 shows the Top B zone structure map for
the Mukta area.

The reservoir in Panna is the Eocene-Oligocene
Bassein limestone which is sub-divided into 2 main
reservoir layers; the B Upper zone which contains most of
the oil in place in Panna and the A zone. The B Upper zone
is 45-55m thick, has 100% N/G and 22-25% porosity. The A
zone reservoir is much more variable. It is 25-30m thick,
has 40-90 % N/G and 14-16% porosity (21% max). Above
the two main reservoirs is the Alternations zone, a complex
mixture of porous and tight limestones and shales,
which has extra potential.  Mukta also has hydrocarbons in
The B lower and B middle zones but reservoir quality is
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significantly worse than Panna with much patchier porosity
distribution. The average B upper porosity in Mukta for
example is 14-16 % with a highly variable N/G ratio.
Figure 3 shows a stratigraphic column for the Panna Area.

The JV acquired two seismic surveys over the two
fields. The Panna survey, 546 km2 in area, was acquired in
1995 and the Mukta survey, 782 km2, was acquired in 1997.
The two volumes were then merge-migrated into a single
survey. Data quality is good overall although there are some
localised problems due to gas clouds particularly in the
northernmost part of the Panna field (BS-5 well area).

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES

Panna – Although the Panna field has been on
production for 17 years and has over 80 wells there are still
some uncertainties in reservoir characterisation and property
mapping due to the heterogeneous nature of the reservoir.
This is particularly the case in the A-zone, the alternations
and the flank parts of the B zone. These areas are the targets
for extensive future drilling in the upcoming EPOD
expansion plan and infill drilling campaign. It is therefore
important to reduce risk and uncover previously hidden extra
potential as well as optimising each individual well path in
the up coming campaign. It is also important to improve the
accuracy of the current reservoir model in order to further
optimise field management.

Mukta – This area offers extra potential for adding
value through additional development. The production from
Mukta A however has thrown up some surprises that needed
to be explained before further exploration could take place.
The risks needed to be reduced regarding lateral reservoir
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Figure 1. Panna Field Depth Structure Map

Figure 2. Mukta Field Depth Structure Map
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continuity and porosity patch connectivity and an accurate
reserve estimate needed to be made before proceeding to
future development.

THE SEISMIC INVERSION METHOD

The work was carried out for the JV by Hampson
Russell, contractors based in London using the STRATA and
EMERGE software and supervised by BG technical experts
based at our headquarters in Reading, England. The operator
and the contractor worked closely together to achieve a good
product on time and to budget.

Seismic inversion works by extracting rock
properties from reflection seismic data by removing the
wavelet to produce an acoustic impedance (AI) volume. The
technique that was used here was Model Based Inversion,
which uses an initial model that is convolved with an
extracted wavelet and iteratively updated to match the well
data until a good result is obtained. The aim is to relate the

RMS amplitudes of seismic data to an impedance model
(derived from velocity and density information provided by
well logs) and to use this model to determine the impedance
that describes the seismic data away from the well position.
Figure 4 is a flow chart showing the process. The resultant
AI volume was then transformed into a porosity and V shale
volume using neural network software. This technique has
been used by BG throughout the world and has been
particularly successful in carbonate fields like Panna e.g
Miskar in Tunisia, Joanne in the Central North Sea (UK)
and Karachaganak (Kazakhstan).

The input seismic data comprising 27.5 Gb or 8.7
Million traces was divided into two volumes because the
Panna and Mukta areas have different amplitude and phase
characteristics. An initial model was built using the seismic
interpretation and properties from the Wells. It was found
that a simpler model built using fewer horizons was more
effective than a more complex model, this is because an over
complex model tends to over influence the inversion result.

Figure 3. Panna – Mukta Area Stratigraphic Column
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The 36 available vertical wells (25 Mukta – 11 Panna
area) were used for wavelet extraction and matching.
Generally a 70-80% match was obtained with a stable wavelet
despite relatively poor log quality from old wells. Figure 5
shows the process for a typical well.

The inversion was then run for 30 iterations as trials
indicated diminishing returns for further runs. Individual
trace by trace scaling was used in order to compensate for
lateral variations in seismic data quality. However two areas
in the Panna volume could not be adequately scaled due to
significant seismic artefacts these include the BS-5 area which
has a gas cloud.

The seismic and resultant AI volume were then
loaded into the EMERGE software and converted into
attribute volumes by comparing seismic attributes and AI
with time converted well logs using neural networks and
multi-linear regression. The resultant porosity volume has
been cross-checked against the 60 or so production wells not
used in deriving it and found to be accurate.

A further set of volumes was produced in the depth
domain by stretching the time domain volumes using a

velocity model. The resultant volume has an 8ms time / 8m
depth vertical resolution.

INTERPRETING THE SEISMIC INVERSION

Previously Panna was interpreted on an integrated
dataset, this involves rotating the phase 90 degrees to give
an approximation of AI. Amplitude and phase attributes
derived from this data were used for lateral property
prediction. This was effective during the first phase of
development within the B zone, but new technology is capable
of giving more detailed results.

The AI, porosity and V shale volumes were loaded
into the Geoframe interpretation software. Unlike
conventional seismic inversion data is interpreted by looking
at interfaces rather than peaks and troughs Figure 6 shows a
comparison between reflectivity and inversion seismic. The
individual horizons were then locally re –picked to match
the AI interfaces.

Acoustic Impedance, Porosity and Vshale were then
extracted using the SeisAn module in Geoframe. Average
values were created for intervals between the relevant

Figure 4.  Model Based Inversion Process Flowchart
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Figure 5. Well Tie, Mukta Field.

horizons for use in volumetric computation. Maximum values
were used to find possible high porosity streaks. This is very
useful in selecting infill well locations. The threshold value
option was used to create a Net/Gross map by measuring the
fraction of the volume in a layer above 10% for example.
This was particularly useful in the Mukta area where there
is a need to understand relative connectivity between porosity
bodies.

The acoustic impedance volume was also used for
the mapping of the Upper Alternations sequence. This zone
is currently on limited production in the PG area and is a
target for further development in the future. In the past it
was mapped conventionally using well data with limited
control from seismic attributes such as amplitude and phase.
These attributes could tell us whether weather the
Alternations unit was present but nothing about its thickness
or quality. This was not really adequate, as it could not
accurately predict gas in place in areas away from wells in
the parts of the field planned for future development. Figure
8 shows a seismic line though a Upper Alternations build
up. The limestones in the Upper Alternations have a

significantly higher AI then the adjacent shales. The top and
base of this sequence are also clearly visible and an isopach
map could now be produced. Figure 7 shows the combined
Isopach /AI map for the Upper Alternations, where the
carbonate bodies appear to have developed as patch reefs on
paleo-highs. This has now enabled us to have an accurate
assessment of the alternations potential for the first time and
gave us the confidence to successfully re-complete a poor B
zone producer successfully in the Alternations

WELL PLANNING USING THE INVERTED
VOLUMES

The Panna Mukta partnership is considering an
expansion plan for the Panna field comprising two parts.
EPOD which will involve installing two new platforms, new
wells and extra facilities, and an infill well programme from
existing platforms. This represents a considerable investment
and it is imperative to get the best return by optimising each
new well location.  The average and maximum porosity maps
were used to fine-tune the planned well paths into what are
predicted to be the most porous zones, bearing in mind the
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Figure 6. Comparison between reflectivity and Inverted seismic
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Figure 7. Alternations Interpretation using AIp.
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elevation (stand off from the Gas Oil contact), the size of the
overlying gas cap and the difficulty of drilling the specific
well path.

Figure 8 shows the A zone area north of the PC
platform where an A-Zone well was optimised to be in a higher
porosity location because of the inversion volume. This figure
also explains the better than predicted performance of two

wells which were drilled earlier in the A zone, which were
drilled in a high porosity zone.

CONCLUSION

Seismic inversion has been a highly successful
method of reducing risk and uncertainty in carbonate fields
worldwide over the last decade. The application of this
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Figure 8. Planning Wells using the Porosity Volume.
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technique on the Panna Field has increased our understanding
of the reservoir architecture, reduced uncertainty in the
Alternations zone and the Mukta Field, and has enabled us to
plan better production wells that should deliver increased
recovery.

It is essential for the interpreter and technical expert
to work together, in order to get the best results in a timely
and cost effective manner.
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